
 

January 25, 2017 
 
Mayor John O’Reilly 
Police Chief Ronald Haddad 
 
c/o Deborah Walling 
City Attorney 
City of Dearborn 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Subject:   Ongoing Illegal Parking of Commercial Vehicle in Violation of City Of 

Dearborn Ordinance (Section 18-356) 
 

Reference: Letter to Mrs. and Mr. Mario Bouchard of November 18, 2016 
 
Dear Chief Haddad / Mayor O’Reilly: 
 
On September 6 and September 30, 2016, my client, Mr. Paul Sheridan, attended Dearborn City 
Council where he presented preliminary evidence establishing that the good-will of Council, and 
other City departments, had been abused.  Attended by Chief Haddad, Mr. Sheridan responded to 
Councilman Robert Abraham as follows (quote): 
 
Mr. Abraham: Another one in the category of ‘no good deed goes unpunished.’ You try and 

help somebody; and actually the rules we had in place were sufficient, we 
overrode our own ordinance to accommodate this individual (Mr. Mario 
Bouchard), and we’ll see how that plays out. 

 
Mr. Sheridan: As Ms. Walling knows I stated that I believed, to Mr. Irving; I stated this in 

an email to both Ms. Walling and Mr. Irving, that I thought you (City 
Council) were being abused. That was my original theme when it first got 
approved. That’s where I went with this. 

 
According to my client, the abuse involved verbal and written statements made to City department 
individuals, on multiple occasions, by Mrs. and Mr. Mario Bouchard.  Presuming the truthfulness 
of these statements, at their meeting of March 1, 2016, City Council resolved as follows : 
 



	

 
 
http://www.cityofdearborn.org/documents/city-council/city-council-agendas/2016-agendas/3135-
march-1-2016-regular-meeting 
 
 
The written statement that City Council relied upon was submitted by Mr. Bouchard on January 
20, 2016 (Attachment 1).  Immediately, the overall inveracity of this submission is demonstrated, 
but not limited to the following two-fold falsehoods, according to my client: 
 

 
 
As was known to them at the time of this submission, and as affirmed to them in the Reference, 
Mr. Bouchard has never been a licensed electrician.  Just prior to this submission, his former 
employer (Family Heating and Electrical) had endured yet another Bouchard test failure of the 
entry level Journeyman’s exam.  Bouchard in not a licensed Journeyman, or a licensed Master 
electrician, and never has been.  His true history, as provided by the Michigan Department of 
Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA), is as follows: 
 

Feb 2003:   Original Michigan Apprentice Registration expired. 
 

Feb 2003 to 2005: No registrations at any level on file (~2 years). 
 

Late 2005:  Apprentice re-registration. 
 

August 2007:  Apprentice Registration expired. 
 

2007 to 2011:  Not even registered as an Apprentice (4 years) 
 

August 2011:  Apprentice re-registration. 
 

2011 to 2016:  Continuous yearly Apprentice re-registrations. 
 

August 31, 2016:  Apprentice Registration scheduled for expiration. 
 

August 16, 2016:  Apprentice re-registration. 
 



	

Bouchard’s current apprentice registration expires on 8/31/2017 (Attachment 2).  However, 
shortly after his “15 years  . . . as a licensed electrician” submission to Dearborn City Council, 
Mr. Bouchard was “let go” by his former employer. 
 
Regarding the second blatant falsehood, but a truth never offered to the Police Department, we 
asserted paragraph #5 of the Reference to the Bouchards: 
 

“5. Also, as you are fully aware, you personally gave Mr. Sheridan access to the keys for 
the large employer work van that you had been illegally parking in the City easement. 
While you were out-of-town during July 2015, you requested that Mr. Sheridan move the 
van anticipating that routine police patrols resulted in re-ticketing.  Although you never 
disclosed this truth to your former employer, this fact is known to several neighbors, as 
well as staff at the Image Hair Salon.” 

 
For the truth, regarding why Mr. Bouchard failed to solicit the required commercial vehicle 
parking waiver approval from his immediate neighbor, Mr. Sheridan, please see the last 
paragraph of Page 4 of the Reference (enclosed). 
 
 
Recent Developments and Ongoing Abuse 
 
The Reference includes paragraph #8, which summarizes ongoing behavior by Bouchard: 
 

“8. In truth, it is you that is unapproachable. This was dramatically demonstrated by 
your abusive profanity and threats against a roofing crew.  Your behavior of Tuesday, 
November 1, 2016 was witnessed by several neighbors, at least five members of the 
roofing crew, and Mr. Sheridan.  Your penchant for causing trouble in the neighborhood 
included your initial telephone call to the Dearborn Police, insinuating that the crew was 
blocking access to the City easement, and that they refused to move their work truck.  The 
latter too, was just another slanderous accusation (Incident Report 16-62887).”  * 

 
The crux of the Bouchard behavior just described involves his ongoing, illegal parking of a 
commercial vehicle on the City streets and/or City easement.  This abuse involves the vehicle of 
his new employer (Dan Wood Electrical), and includes parking of their vehicle overnight, over 
weekends and during periods that Bouchard is out-of-town or not on any duty (Attachment 3). 
 
The Underlying Intent of the Ordinance 
 
The underlying intent of the ordinance:   The maintenance of appeal and home values of the 
Dearborn residential neighborhoods. 
 
To this end Mr. Sheridan has already interviewed three area real estate agents and/or companies. 
ALL agree:  The parking of commercial vehicles in and around the residential homes of the  
Dearborn neighborhoods detracts from these values, and decreases appeal.  When Mr. Sheridan, 
and his home owner neighbors, chose to spend their hard earned income, investing in these great 
Dearborn residential neighborhoods, the enforcement of the removal of unsightly commercial 
vehicles was a major purchase consideration.   
																																																								
*  The Reference is available here: http://pvsheridan.com/Yaldou2Bouchard-1-18November2016.pdf  
 

Recent correspondence to the Bouchards here: http://pvsheridan.com/Yaldou2Bouchard-2-6December2016.pdf  
 



	

 
Another intent of the ordinance involves deletion of the unfair advertising that is projected, by 
default, when these commercial vehicles are situated in the residential Dearborn neighborhoods.   
 
As clearly established long-ago by the Police Department Traffic Safety Commission (TSC), 
except in the instance of justifiable and PROVEN emergency need, but not even in the alleged 
case of “hardship,” the ordinance shall not be waived: 
 

 
 
 
As Mr. Sheridan explained at the September 6, 2016 City Council meeting, NONE of the basic, 
legally binding proofs of ‘on-call 24 hour service,’ as required by the long-standing rules of the 
TSC, were submitted (by the Bouchards); to any division of  the City.  At that same Septemer 6 
meeting, Councilman Michael Sareini stated: 
 

“If the petitioner provides that data . . . I did talk to Bill Irving  . . . I do know the Traffic 
Commission denied it . . . we approved it based on information we received . . .  time and 
time again we have stood on the principle of not rewarding bad behavior or conduct that’s 
not truthful, or dishonest . . . The notification and misrepresentation . . . that it was a 
licensed electrician for 24 hour use, and it was like a hardship . . .”  † 

 
There was and is no hardship, other than that inflicted upon the good intentions of City Council. 
 
Status 
 
Relative to, but not limited to the above, the following status prevails: 
 

Mr. Bouchard is not and has never been a licensed electrician, he is merely registered as an 
apprentice. 
 

																																																								
†  A complete video of the Paul Sheridan presentation portion to Dearborn City Council on September 6, 2016 is 
available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODcfyUqCujQ 
 



	

Mr. Bouchard was not on 24 hour call, emergency or otherwise, while employed by Family 
Electric, when he submitted his petition  to Dearborn City Council in January 20, 2016 
(Attachment 1). 
 
Mr. Bouchard is not on 24 hour call, emergency or otherwise, as currently employed by 
Dan Wood Electric.  We have confirmed with his new employer that “only licensed 
electricians are sent on 24 hour call.”  The company represntative was emphatic on this 
point.  Regardless, Mr. Bouchard is continuing to abuse the ill-gotten waiver, which was 
approved by good intentions of Dearborn City Council, increasing his fraud to include 
Police Officer Greb on November 1, 2016. 
 
Although not relevant to, or under the purview of the ordinance, no verifiable “hardship” 
exists or will be provoked upon the Bouchards by enforcing the ordinance. 
 
Mr. Sheridan and/or Mr. Courtney Morgan have still not received a response to the letter 
sent to Dearborn City Attorney Debra Walling on May 27, 2016, despite Mr. Sheridan’s 
formal in-person request for such at the City Council meeting of September 6, 2016.  ‡ 

 
 
Conclusion 

 
My client hereby demands that the large commercial truck which is being illegally parked in the 
City Easement behind 22351 Columbia Street, by Mr. Mario Bouchard, be removed under the 
authority of City ordinance (Section 18-356), by virtue of the known fact that the original waiver 
was-ill-gotten, by virtue of the fact that the original waiver has no connection to the new/current 
Bouchard employer, and under the auspices of extending common courtesy to Mr. Paul Sheridan. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact this office at any time. 
 
 
 

DAVID E GHANNAM, PC 
 
 

BY:  DAVID E GHANNAM 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Attachments/Enclosures 
 

																																																								
‡  Letter available here: http://pvsheridan.com/Morgan2Walling-1-27May2016.pdf  
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License Type: Electrical Apprentice Type: Individual

License Number: 6413356 Name: MARIO G BOUCHARD

License State: MI Title:

Business Type: Electrical Apprentice Address: 22351 COLUMBIA
DEARBORN MI 48124

Business Name: Phone 1: 3132743979

Business License Number: Phone 2: 

Business License Expiration Date: FAX: 

License Issue Date: 02/05/2003 E-mail: 

License Expiration Date: 08/31/2017

License Status: Issued

Insurance Company: 

Insurance Policy: 

BCC Licenses BCC Permits Plan Review

License Information:
Electrical Apprentice MI-6413356

LoginRegister for an AccountAnnouncements

The license information listed on the LARA website https://aca3.accela.com/lara
may be recognized as a license and all the authority granted with that specific license.           
Enforcing agencies should rely on this information to issue permits.

First Last or License #

Home

Advanced  
Search 

Licensee Detail

Related Records 

Public Documents 

Michigan.gov Home | LARA Home | Office of Regulatory Reinvention | FOIA | State Web Sites | Transparency | Policies | Michigan News
Copyright 2015 State of Michigan

LARA Home Contact LARA Online Services News FAQs MI.gov

8/16/2016
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Attachment 3 













Reference 
 
This is the Reference to the January 25, 2017 letter from Attorney David E. Ghannam to 
Mayor Bill O’Reilly and Chief Ronald  Haddad: 
 
Prior Letter to Mrs. and Mr. Mario Bouchard of November 18, 2016. 



Bryan Yaldou                                                                                            Phone: (734) 692-9200 
Attorney At Law                                                                                             Fax: (734) 692-9201 

  

The Law Offices of Bryan Yaldou, PLLC 
23000 Telegraph Road, Suite 5, Brownstown, MI 48134 

 
November 18, 2016 

 
Mr. Mario Bouchard 
Mrs. Nancy Bouchard 
22351 Columbia Street 
Dearborn, MI  48124 
 
Re: Demand for Retraction and Apology in Reference to Letter of January 20, 2016 

Submitted by Mario Bouchard to City of Dearborn officials 
 
 Demand for Retraction and Apology in Reference to Repeated and Ongoing 

Slanders Committed by Mario and Nancy Bouchard 
 

Proper Issuance of Auto Repair Expense Payment 
 
Dear Mrs. and Mr. Bouchard, 
 
This demand for retraction and apology is submitted on behalf of Mr. Paul V. Sheridan.  It has 
come to our attention that you have made several false and defamatory statements about him to 
City of Dearborn officials.  The first reference is in the form of correspondence submitted to the 
City of Dearborn dated January 20, 2016.  Because you submitted these written defamatory 
statements about Mr. Sheridan to Dearborn officials, these statements are and have been subject 
to further public dissemination under the Freedom of Information Act (Attachment 1). 

It is imperative that you retract your letter of January 20, 2016, in its entirety, and issue a written 
apology to Mr. Sheridan to be shared with the City of Dearborn. 

Your false and defamatory written statements include: 

1. On January 20, 2016, you advised the City of Dearborn in writing that you have parked a 
vehicle provided to you by your employer in an alley easement for years and it has never 
prevented your neighbor from accessing his driveway. 

This is known by you to be false.  You are aware that the parking of this employer-
provided vehicle, in combination with the illegal parking of your many personal vehicles, 
has frequently interfered with Mr. Sheridan’s access to his property.  Contrary to your 
verbiage that insinuates otherwise, this has occurred over several years. Your false 
portrayal of the facts, in connection with other false assertions in your correspondence, 
intentionally serves to paint Mr. Sheridan in a false light as a poor and unreasonable 
neighbor. 

 

tel:%28734%29%20692-9200
tel:%28734%29%20692-9201
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The Law Offices of Bryan Yaldou, PLLC 
23000 Telegraph Road, Suite 5, Brownstown, MI 48134 

 
2. On January 20, 2016, your allegation that you maintain the “entire alley behind your 

property as none of the other neighbors that border it take care of it” is known to be 
patently false: 

You do not maintain the area.  Your innuendo that Mr. Sheridan does not maintain 
this easement is also false, and portrays him as a poor neighbor, uninterested in 
maintaining his surroundings in a responsible order.  Mr. Sheridan is an extremely 
fastidious maintainer of his property and surrounding areas, and did so long before 
you moved to Columbia Street.  This is innate to his effort to maintain his status as 
a good neighbor, a person well thought of in the neighborhood, and by the City of 
Dearborn. Your false written portrayal of him purposely portrays him in a poor and 
unfavorable light to the general public. 

 

3. In your secret submission to the City of January 20, 2016, which you purposely obscured 
from the scrutiny of Mr. Sheridan, you make the absurd claim, “In the past he and we 
have even considered buying the alley from the city.” You have never considered buying 
the alley, and in truth have continuously rebutted any overtures from Mr. Sheridan in that 
regard on the basis of “financial hardship,” the exact wording you yourself used in a 
prior paragraph as a basis to cajole the City into allowing dilution of the commercial 
vehicle parking waiver. 
 
 

4. On January 20, 2016, you advised Dearborn City officials in writing: 
 
 “We do however; have a neighbor that we believe may be the one reporting the 
complaints.  He has a history of having issues with the neighbors around him for years 
and he is the neighbor we share the alley with.  We have tried to be friendly and on many 
occasions were, as was he.  In the past he and we have even considered buying the alley 
from the city and we have shared common ground on a few other issues as well.  But over 
the years our relationships has been a bumpy road of sorts.  On public service days, 
when we have to park our vehicles in the alley behind our property overnight, he has 
mentioned being temporarily inconvenienced, although he can still come and go with 
ease.  We are certainly not sure of this and don’t want to be the cause of any insult or 
slander but it just seems oddly coincidental and as a result did not ask his signature on 
the petition because we didn’t want to take a chance and upset him further.” 
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This is patently false.  Mr. Sheridan has never had any adverse issues with any of his 
neighbors,1  and has, in fact, been the source of many kindnesses and favors for other 
neighbors, as well as yourself, and members of your family.  These include free repair of 
vehicles for you and your family, the free repair and installation of personal computer 
equipment, whole-house hot water heaters, repeated repair and maintenance of your 
grounds-keeping equipment such as lawn mowers, snow blowers and lawn edgers.  

Further, we have personally interviewed high level officials in the City of Dearborn, 
including those members of its Law Department.  All have confirmed that they readily 
and immediately recognized that Mr. Sheridan was the person that you coyly identified as 
“neighbor” and “he” and “he is the neighbor we share the alley with.”  

 

5. Also, as you are fully aware, you personally gave Mr. Sheridan access to the keys for the 
large employer work van that you had been illegally parking in the City easement. While 
you were out-of-town during July 2015, you requested that Mr. Sheridan move the van 
anticipating that routine police patrols resulted in re-ticketing. Although you never 
disclosed this truth to your former employer, this fact is known to several neighbors, as 
well as staff at the Image Hair Salon (See top photo, Attachment 2). 
 
 

6. Your accusations, which portray Mr. Sheridan as an unapproachable neighbor, whom 
frequently makes trouble for you and others, are false and baseless. In truth, he is an 
unfailingly cooperative, helpful and generous individual, whom is well-known as such to 
both the neighbors and the City of Dearborn.  You have purposely and publically 
portrayed him in a decidedly opposite manner, raising the need for a fulsome retraction 
by you. 

 
 

7. In your secret submission to the City of Dearborn you stated, “We are certainly not sure 
of this and don’t want to be the cause of any insult or slander…” However, your recent 
behavior confirms that your alleged concerns about “insult or slander” have no 
credibility, and evidence exists that you fully intended the exact opposite.  For example, 
in addition to the false written statements, it has been confirmed, through extensive 
interviews with witnesses, that you have repeatedly vocalized false and injurious 
statements to Mr. Sheridan’s reputation.  These slanderous comments have been made to 
Dearborn officials, to neighbors, to existing and potential business associates, and to the 
general public.  It has been confirmed that your slanders even include a local church 

1  As you know, the only adverse relationship that occurred was the result of your altercation with a neighbor on 
Oxford Street which concluded with your acquisition of a court-ordered Personal Protection Order (PPO) which, 
characteristically, was accommodated and funded by the wherewithal and generosity of Mr. Sheridan (Enclosure).  
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parish.  It is clear that you have no genuine concern about being “the cause of any insult 
or slander…” to our client. 

 

8. In truth, it is you that is unapproachable. This was dramatically demonstrated by your 
abusive profanity and threats against a roofing crew.  Your behavior of Tuesday, 
November 1, 2016 was witnessed by several neighbors, at least five members of the 
roofing crew, and Mr. Sheridan.  Your penchant for causing trouble in the neighborhood 
included your initial telephone call to the Dearborn Police, insinuating that the crew was 
blocking access to the City easement, and that they refused to move their work truck.  
The latter too, was just another slanderous accusation (Incident Report 16-62887). 

 

Further, your recent public diatribe that Mr. Sheridan is somehow responsible for loss of 
employment is also known by you to be completely false.  In truth, it is widely known that you 
had made blatantly false verbal and written claims to City of Dearborn officials, that you were a 
“licensed electrician.” As you are fully aware, you are still not a “licensed electrician.” 

These recent slanderous statements about the cause of your loss of employment have been 
made repeatedly by Mrs. Nancy Bouchard to Ms. Devon Maloney, co-proprietor of the 
Image Hair Salon, and have since been repeated in that setting to other salon employees, 
including but not limited to Ms. Rebecca Geney, Ms. Carol Christopher and Mr. Daniel 
Dykas.  Again, you have no genuine concern about being “the cause of any insult or 
slander…” to our client. 

There are many other falsehoods implied in your secret submission to the City of Dearborn of 
January 20, 2016, which involve, but are not limited to, your repeated failure to reimburse Mr. 
Sheridan in a timely and courteous manner.  Your most recent abuse of Mr. Sheridan’s 
generosity involves repair expenses related to your daughter’s Volkswagen.  Enclosed we are 
returning your improperly received and post-dated check of August 2, 2015.  Mr. Sheridan was 
legally and morally correct in his hesitation to accept this payment.  Please forward to this office 
a re-issued, properly dated check in the proper amount, consummating a debt you have owed Mr. 
Sheridan since July 2015 (See bottom photo, Attachment 2). 

Mr. Sheridan has been a resident on Columbia Street in Dearborn for 34 years, and has never 
been subjected to false or defamatory statements such as those you have made about him.  For 
example, your stated reason of January 20, 2016 to Dearborn City Council, that solicitation of 
Mr. Sheridan’s approval for a commercial vehicle parking waiver was avoided due to your claim 
that “he has mentioned being temporarily inconvenienced” is nothing more than a diversion: 

You are fully aware that your vile behavior and threatening actions against Mr. Sheridan, 
for merely asking for reimbursement of your daughter’s Volkswagen repair expense, on 
the evening of July 30, 2015, were the true reasons you were unable to solicit his approval 
(Attachment 3). 
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Demand is hereby therefore made upon both of you to issue a full and complete retraction, in 
writing, and an apology to Mr. Sheridan for having made these false and defamatory statements.  
These statements have damaged Mr. Sheridan’s reputation, as well as caused him great 
consternation that you would damage his reputation which he has worked for many, many years 
to earn, create and maintain, and which is of particular importance to him and the people he 
serves in his highly esteemed profession.  

 

You must issue your retraction and apology in writing, and we must be in receipt of such within 
ten business days.  Please forward this retraction letter to my attention at your earliest 
convenience, and if you have any questions do not hesitate to have your counsel call me directly.  

 

 

Cordially, 
 
 
 
 

Bryan Yaldou 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Attachments/Enclosures 
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Attachment 2 
 
 

 
 

 



 
ATTACHMENT 3 

 
This attachment contains five pages, which document the materials that were returned to Mr. Sheridan on Thursday 
July 30, 2015.   This took place while Mr. Sheridan was not at home, but after the following event: 
 

At 5pm on Thursday, July 30, 2015, Mr. Mario Bouchard launched into violent yelling and screaming, at 
Mr. Sheridan, in response to the last two pages of this attachment. 

 
 

First Page of this Attachment 
 
Contains handwritten Bouchard note with the acronym  “WWJD.”    This is a grotesque affront to, not only Mr. 
Sheridan’s religious beliefs, which are well-known to Bouchard, but it represents a vane personal abuse of the 
Lord’s name over money.   (For the record, there was no such day as “Monday Aug. 2” in calendar year 2015.) 
 

Second Page of this Attachment 
 
Envelope taped to the side door of the Sheridan residence at 22357 Columbia Street, Dearborn, MI, containing 
items that related to the repair of the Dayna Bouchard Volkswagen.  (The envelope included a meal replacement 
bar offered to Bouchard in-friendship by Mr. Sheridan.) 
 
 

Third Page of this Attachment 
 
Cell telephone record to Bouchard residence.  Mr. Sheridan was attempting to politely inquire about belated 
payment of parts-only reimbursement (for Bouchard daughter’s Volkswagen, see photo on page 3 of cover letter).   
 
On Saturday 7/25 and Monday 7/27, calls were attempted while all Bouchard vehicles were present.  But with the 
Sheridan caller ID unmasked, there was no answer. 
 
Another attempt was made to the Bouchard land line (313-274-3979) on “Thursday 7/30.”  With the Sheridan 
caller ID unmasked there was still no answer.    Later, on that same day, the second attempt was answered but 
presumably because the caller ID was  masked : 
 

After twenty minutes of listening to Mrs. Nancy Bouchard’s machinations about upcoming lawyer expenses 
to fund another  ‘Personal Protection Order’ (PPO for daughter Kimberly),  “budget issues,”  “piles of bills,” 
etc.,  Mr. Sheridan did not demand payment, but instead politely stated: 

 
“Please do the best you can.” 

 
 
 

Last Two Pages of this Attachment 
 
Sheridan’s polite reminder note was dropped off at Bouchard residence on Thursday July 30, 2015.  This note was 
discussed for 20 minutes with Mrs. Bouchard.   See telephone record, listed as  “2:33pm Thursday 7/30.”   
 
Upon his reading this note, rather than acting as a neighbor and a gentleman, Mr. Bouchard launched into violent 
yelling and screaming across the fence at Mr. Sheridan.  He did this prior to conferring with Mrs. Bouchard. 
 
Later that evening, knowing the Mr. Sheridan was not at-home, Mr. Bouchard trespassed onto Mr. Sheridan’s 
property and then sneakily plastered  the  “WWJD”  note to Sheridan side door . 
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PAUL V. SHERIDAN                        Page:
07/12/15 - 08/11/15Bill Cycle Date:22357 COLUMBIA ST                       

Account:DEARBORN, MI 48124-3431                 691872869
                                                                                               
                                                                                               
                                                       

www.att.comVisit us online at:

607 280-9790
PAUL V. SHERIDAN

Call Detail

Place Rate Feature Airtime LD/Addl
Time Called Number Called Code Code Min Charges Charges
Monday, 07/13
03:16p ITHACA NY 607-257-2000 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
08:32p DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 3 0.00 0.00
Tuesday, 07/14
11:37a DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
11:38a DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
Wednesday, 07/15
11:07a ITHACA NY 607-274-9242 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
11:49a ITHACA NY 607-274-9242 RM45 10 0.00 0.00
12:57p ROYAL  MI 248-548-3557 RM45 2 0.00 0.00
Thursday, 07/16
12:08p FRONTR VA 540-635-7607 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
12:08p MIDDLE VA 540-454-2161 MME0 M2MC 18 0.00 0.00
03:25p DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 3 0.00 0.00
07:55p WALTHA MA 781-647-0622 RM45 42 0.00 0.00
Friday, 07/17
12:02p ITHACA NY 607-274-9242 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
Tuesday, 07/21
12:05p ITHACA NY 607-274-9242 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
03:08p DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
Wednesday, 07/22
12:15p ITHACA NY 607-274-9242 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
02:34p DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
04:43p DETROI MI 313-277-5095 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
Friday, 07/24
08:41a DETROI MI 313-274-6784 RM45 2 0.00 0.00
08:42a DETROI MI 313-274-6784 RM45 2 0.00 0.00
Saturday, 07/25
01:14p DETROI MI 313-274-3979 5KNW 1 0.00 0.00
Monday, 07/27
01:05p NEWBRU NJ 908-239-9239 RM45 29 0.00 0.00
06:17p VMAIL  CL 607-280-9790 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
07:37p DETROI MI 313-274-3979 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
Thursday, 07/30
02:33p DETROI MI 313-274-3979 RM45 20 0.00 0.00
04:28p ORANGE NJ 973-243-2099 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
04:29p NEWBRU NJ 908-239-9239 RM45 70 0.00 0.00
Friday, 08/07
11:30a VMAIL  CL 607-280-9790 RM45 1 0.00 0.00
Subtotal 217 0.00 0.00

Rate Code:

=5KNW 5000 Night & Weekend
=MME0 Unltd Mobile to AT&T Mobile
=RM45 450 Anytime w/Rollover

Feature Code:

=M2MC EXPANDED M2M

Data Detail

Time To/From Type/Unit Rate Code
Text Messages
Wednesday, 07/15
04:48p Rcvd 224444       Text Message TMI1O 0.20
Subtotal for Text Messages: 1 0.20
Total Data Detail 0.20

Rate Code:

=TMI1O Pay Per Use Text/Instant Messaging
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Dayna/Mario/Nancy: 
 
My credit card payment check has already gone out, all VW parts 
(alternator, belt, oil, filters, etc.) were listed, I began these 
purchases/orders on July 1.  
 
So my check for  $282 .34  is needed by Monday, August 3 (see first 
attachment). 
 
Paul 



Dayna / Nancy / Mario: 
 
Please review the photos / file cd (two copies). 
 
 
Parts only due: 
 
Alternator     $  132 . 61 
 
Belt and Tensioner          86 . 41 
 
Oil Dipstick Tube *          11 . 75 
 
Oil and Air Filter, and oil          39 . 57 
 
Metric bolt temp dipstick           1 . 00 
 
Stainless clamps for Muffler rattle fix         3 . 00 
 
Stainless back-up spring and bolt for Hatch fix        4 . 00 
 
Two cd’s for photo record             n/c 
  
 

TOTAL DUE (check please)             $  278 . 34 
 

Update (forgot to add the quart for the  
power steering; took WHOLE quart! 
see Sunoco trans fluid bottle in box  
of parts)          4 . 00 
 
 TOTAL DUE (check please)            $  282 . 34 
 
 
 
 
 *    May arrive at 22357 Columbia this week; watch (hand delivered) 



 
 

ENCLOSURE 
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All other prior pages included with version delivered to addresses from legal counsel. 

 



The following statement made by Bouchard to the City of Dearborn: 
 

 
 
 
As Bouchard is fully aware, he is not, and has never been a “licensed electrician.”   The status of 
being licensed;  the professional stature of claiming to be licensed requires extensive continuous 
employment experience and the passing of the State licensing exams.   
 
Although attempted many times, Bouchard has never passed the Journeyman’s or Master’s Electrician 
exam in any state.  In fact, it is his taking and re-taking of the Journeyman’s licensing exam that confirms 
that Bouchard is fully aware that the above screenshot is not merely a misstatement, but an outright 
fraud.  Thee central purpose of passing the exam is to be licensed. 
 
Since moving to Michigan as a citizen of Canada, Bouchard has repeatedly registered and re-registered 
merely as an apprentice (Registration #6413356).  The apprentice registration process, available to 
anyone, exacts a fee of $15.00.  An apprentice is not a “licensed electrician.”  
 
It is widely considered a breach of professional etiquette and integrity to claim such (as shown in 
screenshot above of Bouchard’s “15 years . . . licensed electrician” claim, submitted in-secret to the City).   
 
 
Detailed true history of Bouchard, as provided by Electrical Administrative Board - Lansing, Michigan : 
 

February 2003:   Original Michigan Apprentice Registration expired. 
 
February 2003 to 2005: No valid registrations at any level on file with State (~2 years). 
 
2005:   Apprentice re-registration, Electrical Administrative Board - Lansing, MI 
 
August  2007:  Apprentice Registration expired. 
 
2007 to 2011:  Not even registered as an Apprentice (4 years) 
 
August 2011:  Apprentice re-registration, EAB - Lansing, MI. 
 
2011 to 2016:  Continuous yearly Apprentice re-registrations, EAB - Lansing, MI. 
 
August 31, 2016:  Apprentice Registration scheduled for expiration. 
 
August 16, 2016:  Apprentice re-registration. 

 
Bouchard’s current apprentice registration expires on 8/31/2017 (please see attached). 
 
 
Bouchard’s assertion (red box above) of January 20, 2016 as submitted in-secret to Dearborn City 
Council regarding his license status is known by him and co-defendant Mrs. Nancy Bouchard to be false.   
 
As is well-known, it is a crime to submit knowingly false information to any level of U.S. government. 



License Type: Electrical Apprentice Type: Individual

License Number: 6413356 Name: MARIO G BOUCHARD

License State: MI Title:

Business Type: Electrical Apprentice Address: 22351 COLUMBIA
DEARBORN MI 48124

Business Name: Phone 1: 3132743979

Business License Number: Phone 2: 

Business License Expiration Date: FAX: 

License Issue Date: 02/05/2003 E-mail: 

License Expiration Date: 08/31/2017

License Status: Issued

Insurance Company: 

Insurance Policy: 

BCC Licenses BCC Permits Plan Review

Dashboard My Records My Account

License Information:
Electrical Apprentice MI-6413356

LogoutAccount ManagementCart (0)Collections (0)Logged in as: Paul SheridanAnnouncements

The license information listed on the LARA website https://aca3.accela.com/lara
may be recognized as a license and all the authority granted with that specific license.           
Enforcing agencies should rely on this information to issue permits.

First Last or License #

Home

Advanced Search 

Licensee Detail

Related Records 

Public Documents 

Michigan.gov Home | LARA Home | Office of Regulatory Reinvention | FOIA | State Web Sites | Transparency | Policies | Michigan News
Copyright 2015 State of Michigan

LARA Home Contact LARA Online Services News FAQs MI.gov

8/16/2016
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END OF DOCUMENT 
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	UFive pagesU: These materials were returned/forwarded to Mr. Sheridan after he endured violent yelling and screaming across the fence from Mr. Mario G. Bouchard in response to the latter’s reaction to the last two pages of this attachment.
	UFirst Page
	Contains handwritten Bouchard note with the acronym “WWJD.”   A grotesque abuse of the Lord’s name.
	USecond Page
	A montage of items found taped to the side door of the Paul V. Sheridan residence at 22357 Columbia Street, Dearborn, MI.  Includes meal replacement bar offered to Bouchard in-friendship by Mr. Sheridan.
	UThird Page
	Telephone (cell) calls record to Bouchard residence; Sheridan attempting to politely inquire about belated payment of Volkswagen repair parts-only reimbursement (used on daughter’s vehicle).
	First two calls were attempted while all Bouchard vehicles were present, and with caller ID on (Saturday 7/25 and Monday 7/27).  No answer.
	One attempt was made to 313-274-3979 earlier in the day with caller ID on.  Later on “Thursday 7/30” the second attempt was answered but only when caller ID was masked.  After twenty minutes of listening to Mrs. Nancy Bouchard machinations about house...
	“Please do the best you can.”
	ULast Two Pages
	Sheridan reminder note dropped off at Bouchard residence, and later discussed for “20 Min,” during Page Three telephone call of  “2:33pm Thursday 7/30.”
	Mr. Bouchard refused to discuss, instead his response is highlighted by yelling and screaming and the “WWJD” note taped to Sheridan side door (Page Two montage).
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